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Idea: Train generative prior models for different sources of musical sounds. Use those
probability density functions to solve multi-instrument tasks like audio source separation.
For example we can pose source separation as the sampling procedure of finding the set of
fitting samples from each distribution. This could be achievedwith Langevin dynamics, but
. . .

What happens if we train a generative model for sound sources separately?

p(sother) p(sdrums) p(svocals) p(sbass)

Two types of model
each trained on real instruments and toy data

FloWaveNet (normalizing flow)

−100 −10−30 10−3 100 6.242 6.627 7.013 7.398 7.783

WaveNet (autoregressive)

−1.598 −1.198 −0.799 −0.399 −0.000 −2.408 −1.816 −1.224 −0.632 −0.040

We plot the mean average log-likelihood of samples of the different sources under each independently trained
prior model.

The flow model can discriminate between in and out-of distribution samples for the simple toy-dataset while
the wavenet can only slightly so.
Both confuse the out-of-distribution samples if trained on real world musical sounds.
Even more problematic: models are too peaked around true samples to be used as prior distributions. We
find the likelihood of in-class samples quickly reduces with added even with small amount of noise.

Recent work has suggested that the peakedness of the learned distribution can be allivated by training the
network with noised input samples thereby approximating the corresponding smoothed out distribution.

⇒?Add noise to data Smooth out distribution

−100 −10−30 10−3 100

(a): σ = 0.0
−101 −10−1−10−30 10−3 10−1

(b): σ = 0.01
−101 −10−1−10−30 10−3 10−1

(c): σ = 0.027
−14.04 −9.20 −4.36 0.48 5.33

(d): σ = 0.129

Fine-tune with more noise

−1.598 −1.198 −0.799 −0.399 −0.000

(e): σ = 0.0
−2.718 −2.038 −1.359 −0.679 −0.000

(f): σ = 0.01
−101 −100 −10−1 −10−2 −10−3

(g): σ = 0.027
−1.678 −1.258 −0.839 −0.419 −0.000

(h): σ = 0.129

Fine-tune with more noise

Notice that with even the smallest amount of added Gaussian noise the discriminative
power in both models decreases rapidly.

Therefore we can conclude that, yes noising the input data does smooth the latent distri-
bution. But it does level the distribution out to a point were a previously discriminative
distribution is not discriminative anymore.

For your generative audio priors, pick one:

or
Discriminative

but
peaked

Smooth
but

not-discriminative


